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Pandemic launches SSCC into future
President: COVID-19
accelerated online
learning
By David Wright

For Southern State CC

While COVID-19 has
brought unprecedented
challenges to Southern
State Community College and many other education institutions, it has
also launched the local
community college into
the future.
SSCC President Dr.
Kevin Boys said the college’s focus on developing personal connections
with students while
providing robust remote
learning options became
more important than
ever when the pandemic
first reared its head.
“Even before the pandemic, we wanted to find
different ways to reach
out to our students who
were taking courses on
high school campuses,”
he said. “We had bought
a few Zoom licenses,
then all of a sudden, this
was the only way. The
pandemic really accelerated something we were
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The photos show Southern State Community College representatives practicing social distancing.

already making plans to
do. In that respect, the
experience of the pandemic has launched us
into the future.”
But the work isn’t over,
Boys said.
“When we think about
the changes in online
education and some of
the preferences of our
students, we’re still trying to figure out how
to make those personal
connections — how to

maintain and strengthen
them in a virtual environment,” he said. “We’re
making progress.”
Boys said when the
virus appeared in March,
the college as a whole
had to “turn on a dime.”
“We had to completely
change our approach to
teaching our students in
order to help them continue on their path,” he
said. “It was a matter of
faculty and administra-

tion working together to
figure out really quickly
how to keep the process
of teaching and learning
the best we could.”
According to Boys,
some of those changes
involved purchasing new
technology and equipment, such as additional
WiFi hotspots and laptops for students to borrow, as well as training
staff how to effectively
conduct the college’s

business remotely.
“When I think about
our ability to do that,
I marvel at everyone’s
sense of taking this
responsibility seriously,”
said Boys.
Boys said he has
encouraged staff to keep
flexibility as a core value
during the pandemic,
and that has paid off.
“I really applaud the
faculty and staff for exercising flexibility for the
benefit of our students,”
Boys said. “Over and
over again, there are
examples of faculty being
flexible with students,
maybe because their
internet wouldn’t work

or they couldn’t make it
to a Zoom meeting.”
Boys said it’s this focus
on students’ wellbeing
that has made the college
a place where students
can feel comfortable coming to class, whether in
person or remote.
“They’re never far from
home, and it’s a very
friendly environment,”
Boys said.
In the end, “We never
lost sight of our mission,” said Boys. “We’re
here to help our students
continue to make progress and we don’t want
their momentum to slow
down just because of
coronavirus.”

Highland District Hospital completes expansion
Parry: ‘This project elevates our service
capabilities to a whole new level’
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ties and technologies offered to
ensure progressive treatment
and care options
would continue,
according to the
news release.
“I was raised
in Hillsboro and
have always viewed our
hospital as one of the
best,” Parry said. “But
this project elevates our
service capabilities to
a whole new level. Our
community deserves this
level of care right here,
right now, and even into
the future.”
The Center for Rehabilitation & Sports
Medicine moved from off
campus to on campus,
located just off of the
new patient entrance. It
features increased square
footage and a new ceiling-mounted, REHABRAIL System that provides safe and effective
balance and gait training
for patients.
Surgical suites were
added and remodeled
with the best technologies chosen to integrate
into each surgery suite,
including the Steris
Boom System which
allows for a more efficient room setup and
better visualization for
the surgeons and their
team. The Stryker Video
System with 4K technology was installed, allowing for optimal visualization during endoscopic
procedures, showcasing
fluorescence imaging for
surgeons needing to see
critical structures more
clearly.
The final investment
in the surgery department was the purchase
of the region’s first handheld, robotics-assisted
solution for knee replacements which expands
the orthopedic service
line to include partial
and full knee replace-
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ments for the first time
at HDH. While all of this
technology integration
is fully state-of-the-art,
it was built for the capability of 8K technology
advancements in the
future.
The Cancer Care &
Hematology Department
moved from the third
floor to the second floor,
designed just off of the
elevators to give patients
easier access for appointments and treatments,
and features individual
treatment bays to make
patients’ time in the unit
as comfortable and healing as possible. Additionally, a nutrition center was added to the unit
through donations made
to the Highland District
Hospital Foundation for
families and patients to
access refreshments during extended treatment
times.
The previous dining
room was remodeled and
added on to, creating
two additional, separate
eating rooms that double
as meeting space, and
now extends to the outdoors where an employee pavilion was built
and dedicated to the
exemplary employees of
HDH. On those grounds
is now a covered pergola
and an additional picnic seating area for all
employees and visitors
to enjoy.
The previous medical/surgical inpatient
unit was relocated from
the second floor to the
third floor and features
private rooms with
innovative equipment
including two versatile,
ceiling mounted bariatric lifts, two bariatric
rooms equipped with
bariatric beds, four
Hercules Repositioning
Systems, and 10 bedside
cardiac monitors — all
purchased with funds
from the Appalachian

937.393.2373

Regional Commission Grant received by
the HDH Foundation.
Additionally, there are
four critical care rooms
located adjacent the
nurse’s station, four negative pressure isolation
rooms, and an expanded
inpatient rehabilitation
area for patients who
choose to stay onsite for
extended therapy and
care.
The final touch on the
project is an expanded
parking lot with easier
patient access to enter
the building, and also
additional registration
points for patients to
eliminate wait times
when registering.
“A project this size
doesn’t just transpire.
It takes shape and
materializes with the
support of employees,
patients and a community who are willing
and eager to help us
evolve and grow,” said
Randal Lennartz, HDH
president and CEO. “It
is built by the employee
who is notified at a
moment’s notice that
parking is going to be
across the street for
the week, and they are
happy to change their
routine. It is molded by
the patient who finds
their usual entrance
closed, and yet willingly
goes to another entrance
without hesitation.
Finally, it is a project
designed for and focused
on increasing access
to quality care for our
community, now, and
far into the future. I
believe we have done
that; and we are looking
forward to what that
future holds. As of Sept.
21, 2020, a new chapter
began for Highland District Hospital.”
Information for the story was
provided by Ashlee D. Cheesbro,
marketing manager, Highland
District Hospital.
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Greenfield School unveils new plans
Two school projects
slated for spring
By Angela Shepherd
For The Times-Gazette

Greenfield Superintendent
Quincey Gray discussed a
project that is planned to begin
soon and a couple other projects that are on the horizon but
currently have no set start date
at a State of District virtual
presentation Jan. 7.
A project that was initially
slated for last spring, but was
held up due to the COVID-19
pandemic is the locker room
expansion and new gym lobby
renovation. This project is now
set to begin this spring.
It will consist of extending
the east side of the new gym
facade out into the courtyard,
allowing more room on the
first floor to add ticketing and
concession areas, and more
space on the second floor for
additional locker room space
in both the girls and boys
areas. The additional locker
room space will provide more
appropriate changing areas
for not only home and visiting
athletes, but also for student
members of the drama department during productions. The
plans also include renovation of
the restrooms in the new gym
lobby.
Another project that has been
in the works is also set to begin
this spring. That is the development of the practice field,
which is a block from McClain
High School.
The plans show that the west
end of the property by Eighth
Street is where the new bus
garage, capable of housing 20
buses and containing three
maintenance bays, will be built.
The building will also include
storage for athletics, band and
district maintenance. Moving
east on the property there will
be a full-size football field with
a 70-yard football field next to
it. Parking will remain along
most of the McClain Street side
of the property. And two new,
paved basketball courts will be
placed on the northeast corner.
There are currently two basketball courts at the southwest
corner of the property that
see much community use. It is
important to the school district
to be able to keep that aspect.
Shaded elements will also be a
part of the development.
Two other projects that were
discussed, but neither have a
timeline.
The first is the development
of the school’s property off of
North Fifth Street to include

Shown in this drawing are the overall plans for the development of the McClain practice field, which is set to begin in this spring.
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Greenfield Superintendent Quincey Gray is pictured during the virtual State of the District address last week.

soccer, softball and baseball
fields. The second is the renovation and remodeling of the
current bus garage into an athletic facility.
Last week, the school district
presented its inaugural State
of the District address, which
highlighted district details,
ongoing programs, how data
and information are shared,
and projects the district will
move forward on.
Superintendent Quincey
Gray opened the virtual presentation, beginning with some
district details: it covers 164
square miles, includes two outlying elementaries in addition
to the main campus located in
Greenfield, and there are currently 1,950 students enrolled
in the district with 13v percent
having disabilities and 59 percent considered economically

disadvantaged.
Greenfield Elementary Principal Bob Schumm presented
information about leadership
teams across the district.
Those are a District Leadership
Team (DLT); a Building Leadership Team (BLT) in each of
the elementaries, the middle
school, and the high school;
and Teacher-based teams
(TBT).
The DLT is composed
of administrators, teachers
and certified staff who meet
monthly to review data, listen
to input from building leaders,
and make decisions for the district. Information from the DLT
goes to the BLTs where it is
reviewed with building-specific
needs. Then TBTs receive the
information, which then goes
to all teachers.
Schumm said the district

has worked many years to have
a “clear path” in idea-sharing
and information from the top
of the district to the individual
teachers.
McClain Principal Matt
Shelton gave an overview of
the district’s Visible Learning
Plan, which was implemented
this year.
The plan is multi-year, and
it’s during this first year that
the focus is on learner dispositions and clarity in teaching
and learning, the foundational
blocks in building visible learners. The initiative is districtwide across all grade levels.
Clarity is setting clearly
defined steps for learning, and
through the process employing
the learner dispositions: taking
ownership, embracing challenges, persevering, continually
growing, and being engaged.
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Special programs director
Heather Dratwa spoke about
the responsibilities of her
office. Among those are assisting students with special needs
to get the needed support and
the resources to achieve and
be successful. Additionally, the
preschool program is through
her office. The National Network of Partnership School
grant, which focuses on parental involvement and fostering
home/school relationships, is
also administered through the
office.
More information on the
special programs office can be
found on the district website at
www.greenfield.k12.oh.us.
Transportation supervisor
Bradley George provided an
overview of district transportation, which on a daily basis
consists of 18 buses and two
vehicles covering a total of
2,152 miles and carrying 1,084
students to and from school.
He commended the drivers
for their work, especially with
this year’s added tasks of temperature checking all students
and cleaning and sanitizing
the buses after students are
unloaded.
The transportation office can
be reached 937-981-2620.
District information and
updates can be found on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and
on the district website.
“We strive to communicate
information and to be as transparent as possible,” Gray said,
encouraging all those who have
questions to ask.
Angela Shepherd is a correspondent for
the Greenfield Exempted Village School
District.

‘Learning to stay sober’
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In June, the Highland
County Common Pleas
Court’s drug court met
in-person as a group for
the first time since March
3. Judge Rocky Coss and
Tonya Sturgill, the director of programming and
clinical services in the
Highland County Probation Department, spoke
with The Times-Gazette
about the ways program
leaders supported participants during quarantine
and the program’s progress since it began nearly
a year ago.
During quarantine, the
drug court’s participants
experienced a reduction
in services. Participants
were still drug tested,
but some missed appointments for blood testing
due to doctors’ cancelations or lack of transportation. COVID-19 also
affected their medical

just not the same personal
touch.”
Personal touch is one
of the program’s defining
characteristics. Though
honesty and accountability play a significant
role in the drug court program, Coss also focuses
on positivity.
“I try to always be
positive because one of
the things we’re doing is
building people up who
have never been built
up before. They weren’t
raised in a family where
McKenzie Caldwell | The Times-Gazette
they were recognized
Highland County Common Pleas Court Judge Rocky Coss sits behind his desk, wearing the face shield
or their successes were
he wears while presiding over drug court sessions.
rewarded. I always try to
end up on a positive note,
even with the people who
10306 ST. RT. 138
are doing really bad,”
SW Greenfield, Ohio
Coss said. “It’s a really
45123
interesting dynamic. I
wish more people could
see how the interaction is.
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to know so much more
about the offenders and
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By McKenzie Caldwell

assisted treatment —
instead of a Vivitrol injection they received once a
month, some participants
switched to a pill-formatted treatment, which drug
court program leaders
have to rely on the participants to take. Participants relied on telehealth
services to communicate
with their counselors,
and the probation department didn’t make as many
home visits, instead connecting with participants
through phone calls.
“The drug court people
in Columbus have done
a great job keeping in
touch with all the drug
courts and probation
departments and offering
suggestions for how to
keep things going,” Coss
said. “We missed one
court session and then the
next one we did by Zoom.
[The participants] all
have told us, unanimously
I think, that they much
prefer the in-person. We
did drug court for almost
three months by Zoom,
and sometimes their
reception wasn’t very
good; some of them didn’t
have computers and had
to use their phones. It’s

OH-70220879

Coss: ‘I never
thought I’d be a
drug court judge’
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Solar farms move forward
Separate facilities
could be completed
in late 2021
By Tim Colliver

tcolliver@aimmediamidwest.com

The third step in a
20-step process was
taken by Hecate Energy
in August during a teleconference information
meeting where the company outlined plans for
construction of the New
Market Solar Farms in
southwestern Highland
County.
Due to health concerns
presented by COVID-19,
the required applicant
information meeting was
held as a “virtual open
house,” in the words of
Jared Wren, development
associate for the energy
company.
“This is similar to what
has been conducted previously in the community,
as per the Ohio Power
Siting Board (OPSB)
rules,” Wren said in an
email response to The
Times-Gazette. “The
difference being we are
limited in the way that we
can conduct public meetings, so they have to be
virtual for now.”
On March 19, 2019,
Hecate staged a similar
question-and-answer
meeting before a packed
house at Whiteoak High
School, to gain public
input on its proposed
300-megawatt Highland
Solar Farm project that
Wren said received OPSB
certification last year.
“This 100-megawatt
project, the New Market
Solar Farm, bifurcated
by 35-megawatts and
65-megawatts, respectively, is separate and apart
from the Highland Solar
Farm project,” Wren said.
“They are separate projects, not an expansion or
extension.”
As previously reported,
the Hecate Highland
Solar Farm project will

Tim Colliver | The Times-Gazette

The proposed site of New Market Solar I, shown at the intersection
of Hollowtown Road and New Market Road, looking southeast over
part of the 582 acres of the future solar power generating farm.

consistently forward.
“While they may be
Submitted photo
physically
near each
This map, courtesy of Hecate Energy, shows the footprint of New Market Solar I and New Market
other, and with some land
Solar II.
owners who have land
in Ohio, told The Times- in both, these are com“This is a totally sepaoccupy about 3,500 acres
pletely separate business
rate facility from that big Gazette that the PUCO
of land north of and
deals,” Blumer said. “It’s
rejected part of AEP
300-megawatt Highland
between Mowrystown
like saying one developer
Solar Farm down in Mow- Ohio’s plan to do “rate
and Buford.
built two buildings next
base” financing of conThe company’s newest rystown,” Blumer said.
to each other, one a waresolar farm project, called “The only connection that struction on both the
house and the other a
Highland and WillowNew Market Solar and
New Market Solar I and
strip mall.”
II, is proposed to occupy Highland Solar have is it’s brook solar panel farms.
One of the concerns
He said AEP’s business
the same developer and
a little more than 1,000
posed in the teleconfermodel was to press forthey had access to more
acres of land in Clay and
ence was removing farm
land, so this was done in ward with construction
Whiteoak townships.
New Market Solar I, at separate permitting for a and supply pollution-free land from crop production to electrical genelectrical power to its
100-megawatt facility.”
582 acres, would extend
customers, but the PUCO eration. Blumer said one
He said Hecate was at
from Gath Road northeast
advantage in his mind
the point in August where ordered that a charge
on New Market Road
could not appear on con- was that every other
the company was much
to just short of Landess
sumers’ statements to pay usage was permanent.
earlier in the Highland
Road before following
“It’s just another crop
for building the facilities
Solar Farm project, and
Hollowtown Road to the
on that land as far as
before they go online.
southeast and then termi- that New Market Solar
I’m concerned,” Blumer
“The Public Utilities
nating on Edwards Road, could possibly begin conbetween Gath and Fender struction before Highland Commission denied AEP said. “Any other use of
what is called ‘rate recov- that land will be far more
does.
roads.
permanent of a change
ery’ for building those
“This new project is
The 222-acre footprint
projects,” Waggoner said. than this — farm land is
likely to have shovels
of New Market Solar II
“They basically told AEP important, and this will
in the ground sooner
will be on the southern
that you can’t charge your still be productive farm
because it’s commitside of Edwards Road,
customers to build them, land in the long term if
extending westward from ted,” Blumer said. “The
those land owners want
the Fender Road intersec- original Highland project, and what that means
to return to that.”
moving forward is that
tion to Stringtown Road. being a much bigger
According to Hecate,
the developers can still
facility, was committed
Dr. Evan Blumer, projthe total commitment for
to AEP, but because they build Willowbrook and
ect director of the AppaNew Market Solar I and
Hecate Highland if they
couldn’t do what they
lachian Ohio Solar Jobs
II will be at least 35 years,
line up financing.”
wanted due to rejection
Network, described the
Blumer said because of at which point the lease
teleconference as the first by the Public Utilities
can be renewed or the
Commission, Hecate had that circumstance, even
of a multi-step approval
land returned to agriculthough everything was
to find a new buyer for
process to get OPSB
tural production.
approved, the business
approval to actually build that energy.”
Following the telecondeal had to be reworked
On Jan. 10, Neil Wagthe facility, and that it’s
ference, the OPSB indigoner of the Sierra Club’s while at the same time
required for anything
New Market Solar moved cated that the next step
Beyond Coal Campaign
over 50 megawatts.

Sober

cal or need work clothes.
We’ve helped pay a lot
of reinstatement fees so
people can drive because
From page 3
that’s one of the biggest
impediments in rural
According to Coss,
areas: lack of transportathe drug court protion, not just for jobs but
gram is designed for 40
to get to their meetings.
participants, who may
spend between 18 and 24
“We’re trying to provide
months in the program.
a complete toolbox for
them to use. Really it’s
“It’s not just treatment
still up to them. We’re the
and probation — we’re
also working with housing toolbox, and they have to
and getting people’s licens- decide to use those tools
to build their recovery.”
es reinstated,” Coss said.
“We do have grant money
Coss said the program
to help people with that.
also involves life counselWe can even help people
ing and can help particiget things they need for
pants learn how to budget.
work, like if they have to
He stressed that the
take a test or get a physiprogram wasn’t designed

WILKIN

for violent offenders or
even first-time offenders.
According to Coss, drug
courts are required to use
the Ohio Risk Assessment System (ORAS) to
gauge high-risk offenders.
ORAS not only considers
an individual’s criminal
history and substance use,
but also things like their
family and social support,
education and employment. Individuals are
scored on a scale of zero
through 40. In order to
participate in drug court,
an individual must score a
15 or higher.
“These people are
harder to be successful
because of their long his-

tories, but most of them
are sincere about wanting
to change,” Coss said.
“What I try to tell people
is, ‘If you’re just trying
to stay out of prison, go
on regular probation.
You’re not going to get
screened as often, you’re
probably not going to be
as intensively supervised.’
They’ll pay their fees, and
they usually get off in 18
months, but they’re still
using.
“Drug court is going to
be a longer, much harder
commitment with much
higher expectations, but
if they do it in order to
get sober, then they’re
not going to be commit-
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ting crimes, and they’re
not going to go to prison.
Community control is
about staying out of
prison; drug court’s about
becoming sober and learning how to stay sober.
That means people won’t
be back.”
Reaching sobriety is no
easy task, though.
“I’ve learned it’s a journey. The addiction, and
dealing with it, is a permanent part of their lives.
The thing to remember,
particularly about opiate
addiction, is that it is a
medical condition,” Coss
said. “Overall, I think
we’ve been very fortunate.
We haven’t had a huge
number of relapses in
our drug docket. We’ve
had a couple, but that’s
to be expected — relapse
is a part of the recovery.
Probably no one has ever
gone into recovery and
never relapsed. That’s
one of the reasons it’s so
dangerous, particularly
with opiates, because if
somebody relapses, and
they’ve been clean for six
months, eight months, or
a year, and they decide
they’re going to use and
they use the same amount
they used back when they
were highly addicted,
that’s when we see a lot of
people overdose and die
because their tolerance is
gone.”
Coss hasn’t always seen
addiction from that perspective, however.
“When I started out
almost 12 years ago, I
never thought I’d be a
drug court judge. I had a
much different view that if
people are going to commit these crimes, they

for the energy company
is the certificate application submission, at which
point the agency has 60
days to conduct a compliance review.
After that, assuming
there are no paperwork
issues or problems at
the site, the OPSB will
approve a second public
notice and public hearing in 60 to 90 days, then
afterward an adjudicatory
hearing would be held
at the OPSB offices with
a decision and permit
certificate issued within
30 days, according to the
OPSB application process
flowchart.
The flowchart indicated
that if the company met
all the milestones and criteria, Hecate could meet
its goal of beginning construction on New Market
Solar I and II early next
year, with completion
and commercial operations beginning sometime
in the fourth quarter of
2021.
Wren said the public
can go the website www.
newmarketsolar.com
for further information,
including a recorded
presentation and a link to
access all the documents
posted to the OPSB docket to date.
Reach Tim Colliver at 937-4022571.

have to take responsibility,” Coss said. “I saw the
same people over and over
again, and I’ve learned
that if I lock someone up,
it’s just putting them on
the sidelines temporarily,
kind of like they’re sitting out for a quarter of
the soccer game or the
football game and getting
right back in later.
“If we can help people
become sober, productive members of society,
they’re no longer being
supported by society
and being incarcerated
and paying lawyers or
out there overdosing and
going to hospitals and
using medical care provided at taxpayers’ expense
— we can reduce those
things. Now, we’re still
using taxpayer money and
grant money to provide
some of these things, but
it’s a lot cheaper. Studies
have shown us that being
in a drug court program is
much cheaper than being
incarcerated.
“We’re not going to be
able to incarcerate our
way out of this problem.
This is a way of trying to
break that cycle. We see
people who are getting
better, becoming taxpaying members of society, taking care of their
children, and hopefully,
reducing crime.”
Drug court sessions,
which are held in the common pleas court twice a
month, are open to the
public. The next drug
court sessions will be on
Friday, June 19 beginning
at 10 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
Reach McKenzie Caldwell at 937402-2570.
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FRS hopes to reopen transit loops in spring
Plan is to expand
into Adams County
at same time

reopen, not having them
go in one whole loop and
having to go all the way
around again.
FRS Transportation
offers the demandresponse service for
By Jacob Clary
jclary@timesgazette.com
multiple price points
depending on how far
FRS to Expand Public the person is from the
Transit to Adams County city. Those prices are:
· $1 to travel inside
By Jacob Clary
city limits.
FRS Transportation
· $2 to travel up to 10
Director Damon Lucas
miles outside city limits.
expects the organiza· $3 to travel more than
tion’s public transit loops
10 miles outside city
to reopen in late spring,
limits.
which is when the serCurrently, fares must
vice will also expand
be paid in cash, but Joe
public transit to Adams
Adray, the Highland
County.
County mobility managFRS Transportation
currently runs a demand- er, said that is something
that is currently being
response service in
looked at. People need
Highland County and
to call usually at least
non-emergency medical
transit in Adams County, 24 hours before when
they need the service,
but loops have been
down since the pandemic but FRS also offers a
subscription model that
started in March of last
automatically schedules
year. Lucas said that
people, so they don’t
the loops will run a bit
need to call them every
differently when they

‘A year, a year-and-a-half ago, somebody that
needed to get to work in Hillsboro that lived
in Hillsboro, there was no alternative except
to have their own vehicle, have someone
drive them or walk.’

— Joe Adray,
Highland County FRS mobility manager

time. It is the same price
as above, but the person
doesn’t need to call.
FRS also has 30-day
passes available for those
that would like to choose
that way. It is $20 for
those that live in Hillsboro and $30 for those
that live outside the city.
Both Lucas and Adray
said there are a lot of
people that use the service, around 50-60 people per day both ways,
and about 1,500 trips a
month. Trips to places
of employment are one
of the service’s biggest
uses, and it offers trips
for both first and second shifts. The service
also provides rides to of

doctor’s appointments
and for shopping. However, one area that has
decreased significantly
is medical appointments,
which Lucas said might
be because of the backedup doctor’s office schedules due to people possibly not going during the
pandemic.
The service, when
scheduled, will be there
within a 15-minute
window, which Adray
stressed was accurate.
He also said that as long
as the pandemic continues, FRS will continue
to sterilize the vans and
mitigate COVID-19 problems as much as it can.
He said there were initial

worries that buses might
have similar worries as
flying, but due to the
extra precautions FRS
has instituted, that isn’t
much of a problem.
Adray said that an earlier service in Hillsboro
used to cost people $20
a trip from the south end
of Hillsboro to Walmart.
“A year, a year-and-ahalf ago, somebody that
needed to get to work
in Hillsboro that lived
in Hillsboro, there was
no alternative except to
have their own vehicle,
have someone drive
them or walk,” Adray
said. “In some cases, that
was happening. Now,
they can schedule their
trips and get to work
in Hillsboro for a dollar
each way. That’s affordable. Twenty dollars each
way, you can’t afford
that. So, I think that the
program’s been a huge
success even in face of
adversity, which we’re all
facing with Covid. But,

it’s made it different,
but I think it has served
the people in Highland
County the best way it
could have during this
pandemic.”
He said that the county
transportation committee was started in 2000
by the Highland County
commissioners and others who have worked to
bring a program such as
FRS to Highland County
for years.
“The last 20 years,
we’ve had one purpose
and that was to bring
the best transportation
to Highland County we
could and again, that was
a collective goal between
multiple agencies in this
county and the commissioners and FRS, and so
it’s been an ongoing project and hopefully we’ll
continue to get much better much further into the
future,” Adray said.
Reach Jacob Clary at 937-4022570.

Biden’s climate steps could have big impact on energy firms
opment while promoting
renewables.
Here is look at some
energy issues Biden plans
to tackle:

EPA figures. Gas mileage
declined and pollution
AP Business Writers
went up in 2019 for the
first time in five years.
The industry knows
NEW YORK (AP) —
change is coming and
President Joe Biden has
is hoping for a settleput his team to work
Fuel Economy
ment. It is “committed
reviewing dozens of
The new administrato working with Presiactions taken by former
tion intends to undo
dent Biden and his team
President Donald Trump, one of Trump's biggest
on our shared goals of
aiming to reverse orders
changes: His gutting of
that he says harm the
Obama-era fuel economy reducing emissions and
realizing the benefits of
environment or endanger and greenhouse gas
an electric future,” said
public health.
emissions standards for
John Bozzella, CEO of
For the energy and auto automobiles through
industries, the impact
2025. But the regulatory the Alliance for Automotive Innovation, a trade
could be far-reaching.
slog could take a couple
group.
Biden aims to reduce
of years unless Trump’s
Friedman, now with
harmful emissions from
rollbacks are thrown
cars, trucks and SUVs. Oil out by the courts. Biden Consumer Reports, says
the industry already has
and gas operations are
will also likely reverse
the technology already
being scrutinized as well Trump’s decision to
— from how companies
revoke California’s ability to meet the Obama-era
standards, even without
extract resources from
to set its own pollution
a plethora of batterythe ground to the safety
standards.
of pipelines that distribDavid Friedman, a for- powered electric vehicles
ute the fuels. The new
mer acting administrator that are coming to marpresident aims to transiof the National Highway ket. A Consumer Reports
analysis of Trump’s rolltion the country to 100% Traffic Safety Adminback found that it would
renewable energy for elec- istration, one of the
increase fuel costs during
tricity generation by 2035 agencies that sets such
the life of an average new
and net-zero emissions in auto standards, said he
vehicle by $3,200.
the overall economy by
thinks it will take until
“There’s a lot of room
2050.
the 2023 model year for
to for this administraHis campaign website
stricter standards from
promises to develop “rig- Biden to take effect. The tion to lead this country
forward, save consumers
orous” new fuel economy Trump administration
standards and eventually cut Obama-era standards money and clean the air,”
Friedman said.
make all light- and medi- for model years 2021 to
um-duty vehicles electric, 2025 from 4.7% annual
though it provides no
fuel efficiency gains to
Federal Drilling Bans
time frame. During his
1.5%, weakening one
Biden directed the
campaign, Biden also
of the nation’s biggest
Interior Department to
spoke about restricting
efforts to fight climate
halt all leasing for oil and
oil and gas drilling on
change. Trump connatural gas exploration
federal lands and reductended that the changes
in the Arctic National
ing methane emissions
would make cars more
Wildlife Refuge. But his
from oil and gas operaaffordable and safer.
ambitions were broader.
tions.
Both points were disHe also ordered a 60-day
Many experts agree
puted by environmental
moratorium on new oil
that Biden’s actions could groups.
and gas leasing and drillhelp the nation achieve
The rollback was
ing permits on federal
ambitious climate goals
largely supported by the land, as part of a review
and further enhance the
auto industry, though
of Trump-era rules that
renewable energy sector, Ford, BMW, Volkswagen, were designed to accelerdriving job growth. OthHonda and Volvo backed ate such activity.
ers say they worry more
California for what
Some energy analysts
that stricter regulations
amounted to 3.7% annual suggested that the moracould hurt companies
fuel efficiency increases. torium could be just the
struggling to recover
Many in the industry
first step in a much largfrom the pandemic, which think the agreement with er agenda to end drilling
decimated demand for
California is where baron federal land.
fuel.
gaining will begin with
“Today's initial suspenHours after his inaugu- the Biden administration. sion could give way to
ration Wednesday, Biden
Automakers have long emergency suspension
directed federal agencies maintained that they
that lasts much longer,
to immediately review
would have trouble meet- essentially ending lease
regulations and executive ing Obama-era standards sales,” said Kevin Book,
actions taken in the past
if they aren’t rolled back. managing director of
four years that threatThe industry has said
Clearview Energy Partened public health or the it supports increased
ners. Biden could, for
environment. Ultimately, standards but that
example, declare a clihis success will require
because people are buymate emergency, rewrite
surmounting opposition
ing less-efficient SUVs
land management rules,
in the energy industry as and trucks, it would have slow permitting or make
well as in Congress.
trouble reaching the
leases less financially
“Yes, we have a blue
Obama numbers. Last
attractive.
wave, but it’s a pretty
year, 76% of the new
Speculation alone
thin wave with a 50/50
vehicles sold in the U.S.
had already sparked a
split in the Senate,” said
were trucks and SUVs.
flurry of activity. In the
Stewart Glickman, senior
During the 2019 model waning months of the
equity analyst at CFRA
year, 11 of 14 major
Trump administration,
Research. “Still, this is
automakers had to rely
companies began stockthe first presidency that
on regulatory credits
piling permits to drill
is actively trying to disbecause they didn’t meet on federal land, and the
courage fossil fuel develstandards, according to
federal government sped
By Cathy Bussewitz and
Tom Krisher

up approvals to help the
industry.
Oil industry leaders
said that restricting
development on federal
land might just lead the
U.S. to import more oil.
“All a leasing ban will
do is shift production to
Saudia Arabia and Russia, which have far lessstringent environmental
controls than American
producers," Naatz said.
Preventing Blowouts
The president directed
the Interior Department
to review rules that are

designed to prevent
blowouts on offshore oil
rigs. The Obama administration had adopted
safety measures after the
BP Deepwater Horizon
disaster that killed 11
and spilled 134 million
gallons of oil into the
Gulf in 2010.
After that tragedy,
Obama required companies to test blowout
preventers, which are
designed to seal a well in
case of a blowout, every
14 days. Trump relaxed
that standard to every
21 days. But deep-water

exploration has expanded
in recent years, even
as safety inspections
declined.
Environmentalists have
been pushing for more
frequent inspections,
said Nancy Kinner of the
University of New Hampshire’s Coastal Response
Research Center and
Center for Spills and
Environmental Hazards.
“The new administration’s whole thought on
this is really to go back
and look at that and
make sure it’s rigorous
enough," Kinner said.

Working to Keep Highland County Moving

Need Transportation?
Transportation to or from
COVID vaccination appointment
anywhere in Highland County
$100 - $300 (1 way)

Schedule 1 day in advance

Call FRS Transportation
to Schedule
937-393-0585
For Information Contact Joseph Adray,
HARTS/Highland County Mobility Manager at
(937) 402-6156. Email jadray@harts4highland.org
Website www.harts4highland.org
Funding for this advertisement is
partially paid for by ODOT office of transit.

Call Joseph Adray to discuss your
transportation needs
Monday-Friday 8:30am-4:00pm
or visit harts4highland.org.
OH-70220868

OH-70219115
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